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1.

Introduction.

In 2 R. Salem and A. Zygmund proved

the
Theorem. Let Sg(t)-- a cos 2zn(t/a) and A-(2-, )1/2,
k=l
k--1
where {n} is a sequence of positive integers satisfying
n+l>n(l+c), for some
(1.1)
and {a} an arbitrary sequence of real numbers for which
as N-- +
A--- / and la o(A),
Then we have, for any set EchO, 1 of positive measure and x,
exp(-/2)d. *
N, S()__xA}/I E -(2r)
(1..) lim I{;
Recently, it is proved that the laeunarity condition (1.1) ean be
relaxed in some eaes (e.f. [1 and [4). But in [1 it is pointed
out that to every constant c>0, there exists a sequence {n} or which
n+>n(l/ck -) but (1.2) is not true for a-i and E-0, 1.
The purpose of the present note is to prove the following
Theorem. Let S(t)-, a cos 27nk(t/) and A-(2 -1 a) 12,
k=l
k--1
where {nk} is a sequence of positive integers satisfying
n+>n(l/ck-"), for some c>O and 0<_q<__1/2,
(1.3)
and {a} an arbitrary sequence of real numbers for which
as N--(1.4)
A--- / o, and a ]- o(AN-"),
Then (1.2) holds, for any set EchO, 1 of positive measure.
From the above theorem we can easily obtain the
Corollary. Under the conditions (1.3) and (1.4), we have
lim sup
(1.5)
a cos 2n(t / ) ]-2Fqk=l
For the proof of our theorem we use the following lemma which
is a special case o Theorem i in [3.
Lemma 1. Let S(t)= a cos 2k(t+ )
k=l
k=l
then we put 2(t)-S=+(t)-S=(t) and B-A2+. Suppose if
as
B--+ and sup 2(t)]-o(B),
and

-

,

,

B’-,
{(t)+2(t)+(t)}-lldt=O,
K=I
then (1.2) holds, for any set E[O, 1 of positive measure.
lim

2V’---o

denotes the Lebesgue measure of the measurable set E.
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2. Some Lemmas. From now on let us assume that {n}
satisfies the gap condition (1.3), and put, for k-l, 2,...,
p(k)-max {m; n_<2k}.
(2.1)
If p(k)/ 1 < p(k + 1), (1.3) implies that
p(k+l)--I
2>n(k+l)/n(k)+l > m=p(k)+l
II (l/cm-")>l/c{p(k/l)-p(k)-l}p-"(k/l).
Thus we have
as k--/
{p(k/l)-p(k)}-O(p(k)),
(2.2)
Next for any given k, j, q, and h satisfying
p(j)+l<h<_p(j+l)<p(k)+l<q<_p(k+l),
(2.3)
the
number of solutions (n, n) of the equation"
we consider
nq-n-n-n, where p(j)<i<h and p(k)<r<q.
(2.4)
Then from the above relations, it is seen that

.

Therefore, the

n’s

in (2.4) must satisfy the inequalities

nq(l/2-+)-<n,<nq, and p(k)<r<q.
Thus if m(or m) denotes the smallest (or the largest) index of n’s
satisfying the above inequalities, we have, by (1.3),
2
(1 + 2 -+1) > n.+l/n > 1-[ (1 + cm -) > 1 + c(m--m + 1)p-(k + 1).
Since p(/ 1)/p(k)-l, as k--,-t-, the number o n’s in (2.4) is at
most 2#-Cp(k), for some positive constant C. Further for any given
q, r, and h, there exists at most one n satisfying (2.4). Hence we
can obtain the following
Lemma 2. For any given k, j, q, and h satisfying (2.3), $he
numbe of solutions (n,, n) of (2.4) is a mos 2-Cp(k).
In the same way we can prove the following
Lemma 3. For any given k, ], q, and h such ha ]<k-2,
p(] + 1) < h i p(] + 2), and p(k + 1) < q < p(k + 2), he number of solutions
(n, n) of he equation nq-n-n-n where p(])<i<p(]+l) and
p(k)< v i p(k + 1) is a most 2#-Cp(k), where C is a positive constant.
3. Proof of the Theorem. To simplify the computations
we will work out the proof of the theorem only for cosine series,
the proof of the general case follows the same lines.
put, for k-l, 2,-.-,
I. First let usp(k+l)
z/(t)-- m-----p(k)+l a cos 2nt, *) and B-A(+).
Then we have, by (1.4) and (2.2),
p(k+l)
sup]z/(t)]
]{p(k/l)-p(k)}
[a ]___ p(k)
max]a
(3.1)
mp(k+l)
m=p(k) +1
=o(Bp-"(k){p(k+ 1)-p(k)})-o(B),
as k--,/
On the other hand we have

,

,

(3.2)

zli(t)-II 1

II

-

.

U(t)/ V(t), **)

If p(k+l)=p(k), then we put z/(t)=0.
Forany f($)L,(O,l), l]

fl]--(:f’(t)dt) :/’.
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where
p(k+l)
-1

(3.3)

,

p(k+l)

aq

Uk(t)--2
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arcos27r(nq+nr)t,

q--I

p(+l)

Then the Minkowski inequality and (3.1) imply that
p(k+l)

.

Thus we have
Fur11 gl-o(Bi 1A II)-o(B}), as N+
ther since the sequence o unctions {U($)} is orthogonal, it is seen
that I N U -o(N B I 2 )-o(B), as N+
Therefore, we

.

have, by (3.2) and the Schwarz inequality,

(3.4)
k=l

--ll

=o(B)+4

j:l

In the same way it is seen that
(3.5) k=l
p(k+2)

p(k+l)

q=(+1)+1

e=()+l

j=

where W()-

II. I

>,

then we hae, by

emma

2 and (8.8),

NoV() V(t)dt
p(k+l)

max
2-Cp"(k)
p(k)<r<p(kT1)
p(j)<i<p(j+l)
q=p(k)W1
0n the other hand (1.4)and (2.2) imply that

=o(B-()) and N a I-0(
=()+1
as +
hus, we have

IA

p(j+l)
h=p(j)+l

{(+ 1) P()}z) O(

max

a

A (())),

= =1
=o(B) k=2

.

j=l

Further since
--1

we ean find a constant C0 such that
2-{(j)+ 1} < Co{(k)+ 1}
=1
for all
herefore, we have, by the Sehwar inequality,

N
=

()(t)t

j=l

k--1

=o(B)

=

=o(B) k=2 I

k-1

=

I ( 2-

=

o(B)( [I Z I1)(

I

k-1

I1) z

2-"11 z I1=)

=

-,
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=o(B)(
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N

2’-)-o(B),
Hence, we can obtain rom (3.4)

as N--/

.

Using the same arguments, we have, by Lemma 8 and (8.5),
(3.7)
as N+
1 k=l ()Z+()II-o(B),
From (3.6) and (3.7) it follows that
(3.8)
B;Z{21(t)+2(t)2+(t)}-i
1-o(1), as N+
k=l
III. By (3.1), (3.8), and Lemma 1, we can complete the proof.
Proof of the Corollary. Let us assume that (1.5) does
not hold. If we put S(t)-a cos2n(t+), then there exist a
k=l
set EchO, 1] of positive measure, an integer N0 and a positive
number Msuch that ]S(t)<M for teE and N>N0. From our
theorem it is seen that {t;teE, S(t) <M}]0, as N+.
This is a contradiction.

.
.

.
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